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Remote Sensing Services

Who We Are
- Flexible and service-based remote sensing
- State-of-the-art equipment and software

Who
We Are
- Custom projects and requirements
- Research and development
- Efficient and cost-effective
- Very quick turnaround time
- Experienced processing
- High resolution images
- Exceptional service

What We Do
- High-resolution georeferenced, orthorectified,
GIS-ready digital images
- Color, infrared and NDVI
- Many resolution options

What We Do

- Nearly any size project, from a small site to full
ownership

Forestry
Years of experience working with many large
forestry companies in the Northwest and beyond.
We offer:
- Large mosaiced areas with consistent color
- Full-ownership and section-centered images
- Harvest unit images: pay only for the area you
need
- Timberland appraisal images
- Damage assessment images

www.eagleimaging.net

A Non-Traditional Aerial Photo Company

Mines
We have imaged thousands of
mines.
Our images are used for:
- Monitoring and mine
reclamation work
- Our experienced pilots can
image the entire disturbed
area from a single coordinate

Streams
We can fly directly over
a stream so that every
image shows the stream
clearly.
- Riparian research and
monitoring
- Stream restoration
projects
- Other research

Other Applications
We also take images for many
other applications:
- Landfills, irrigation districts,
substations, parks and more
- We specialize in new
applications- just ask

Agriculture
See your whole farm at once.
- Infrared and NDVI show growth
vigor of crops
- Precision agriculture
- Images used on field crops and
vineyards

Company History
Eagle Digital Imaging has been helping our customers with their remote sensing
needs since 1997. Our system uses direct georeferencing to create color, infrared,
and color infrared orthorectified images without the need for ground control. These
images allow you to find the answers you need in a manner that integrates with
your existing workflow.
We are a full-service company that provides copyright-free images with a high level
of service and responsiveness at a competitive price. It is our policy to work with
you to provide the answers you seek when you need them, with a minimum of your
cost and effort.
Call us today with your questions so we can demonstrate our commitment to finding a solution to fit your needs. We can also send full resolution samples.
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